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INTRODUCTION

Two Comparative Forms
• Inflectional (or Morphological) comparatives
– X-er
– faster, happier, remoter, thirstier

• Periphrastic (or Analytical) comparatives
– More + X.
– more accurate, more beautiful, more remote,
more thirsty

Inflectional/Periphrastic (I/P) Variation
• Some adjectives/adverbs (especially twosyllable ones) allow both forms to different
degree.
• Examples
1. remoter vs. more remote
2. happier vs. more happy
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I/P Variation (Comparatives)
• Remote (83 “remoter” vs 171 “more remote”)
– Low rateable values in some of the remoter rural areas
also played a part. (BNC-FPR-847)
– Everyone knows how good he is, or nearly is, but somehow
he remains a more remote figure. (BNC-AHK-217)

• Unhappy (12 “unhappier” vs 17 “more unhappy”)
– Growing thirstier and hungrier and wearier and unhappier,
as the blistering sun edged across the sky. (BNC-G3G-2840)
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I/P Comparative Variation
• Determinants
– Phonological (syllable number, word ending, etc)
– Syntactical (predicative/attributive use, different
complements, etc.)
– Lexical frequency

• Leech & Culpeper (1994), Lindquist (2000),
Hilpert (2008), Mondorf (2003, 2009)

I/P Variation & Conjoined Comparatives
• A & B, e.g. ‘thirsty and hungry’
• If (i) we want to turn both “A” and “B” into the
comparative form, and (ii) both “A” and “B” allow I/P
variation, what would be the most likely pattern?
Patterns

Examples

Symmetric

A-er and B-er

thirstier and hungrier

Asymmetric

A-er and more B

thirstier and more hungry

Asymmetric

more A and B-er

more thirsty and hungrier

Symmetric

more A and more B

more thirsty and more hungry

???

more X1 and X2

more thirsty and hungry

PARALLELISM

Parallelism
• Leech & Culpeper (1997: 367): “When two or more adjectives
are combined in coordination, our prediction was that there
would be a tendency for the same type of comparison to be
favoured, where a choice existed, in each segment of the
coordinate construction.” … Comparatives in coordination
“would match a neighboring periphrastic or inflectional
comparative”.
• Examples from L&C
1. Proved to be more interesting and certainly more lively
2. thirstier and hungrier and wearier and unhappier
• L&C: 71.9% (out of 64 examples) are of the symmetric kind.

Parallelism
• Symmetric coordination is more preferred
– “thirstier and hungrier” (AJC & AJC)
– “more thirsty and more hungry” (more AJ0 &
more AJ0)
• Asymmetric coordination is less preferred
– “thirstier and more hungry” (AJC & more AJ0)
– “more thirsty and hungrier” (more AJ0 & AJC)

I/P Variation & Parallelism
• Two Problems:
1. They are not explicit about their
methodology.
2. Their interpretation of the result (i.e. 71.9%)
is problematic.
– Does 71.9% (Leech & Culpeper 1997) mean
coordination increases the chance of symmetric
coordination? This is not clear without
benchmarking!!!

I/P Variation & Parallelism
• Syntactic parallelism facilitated coordination
comprehension in psycholinguistic
experiments (Frazier 2000).
• Parallelism did not facilitate processing when
the structure of a subject and object were
manipulated, implying that parallelism effects
are largely limited to the conjuncts of a
coordinate structure and not due simply to
the repetition of a phrase with a particular
shape.

Prediction
• If the Parallelism Hypothesis is correct,
comparatives (with I/P alternation) are more
likely to be of the same type when they were
coordinated.

Research Question
• Does parallelism promote symmetric
comparative when one of the conjunct allows
I/P alternation? (Are L&C correct?) To what
extent?
• If parallelism is not a good explanation, what
is the alternative?

Surprise!
• In the following, we will present the findings
from the British National Corpus. It turns out
that the data does not seem to support the
Parallelism Hypothesis.

Methodology
• British National Corpus
• Pattern: A and B

– “A” and “B” are comparatives
– At least one conjunct in the above pattern show I/P
variation in BNC (4970 cases)
– “A” and “B” must not be the same; e.g. “He gets worse
and worse.” is excluded. (1219 cases)
– Coordination with 3 or more conjuncts are not
considered.
– All coordination examples have the connective “and”.

• Number of relevant examples: 3,751

Examples (1)
• Only one comparative allows variation
– And also a cheaper and more flexible distribution
network.
– as I get older, what I write becomes more mature
and more universal, …
– These plates float, relatively coldly and stiffly, on
the warmer and more mobile outer surface of the
earth's mantle.

Examples (2)
• Both comparatives allow variation
– … , this is safer and easier than turning the glider
right round.
– We went over to the other bed, the higher and
wider one.
– A new population of grey wolves has been
discovered in northern Israel, larger and darker
than the country's other wolves.

RESULTS

Conjoined Comparatives (All)

[with at least one conjunct allowing I/P alternation]
Patterns

Count

Percentage

AJC & AJC

2451

68.1%

AJC & more AJ0

1048

29.1%

more AJ0 & AJ0

[154]

--

more AJ0 & AJC

67

1.9%

more AJ0 & more AJ0

31

0.9%

3597

100.0%

Total

• 69.0% of the data involves
symmetric coordination.

AJC = infl. comparative
AJ0 = base adjective

Parallelism: a good explanation?
• One may think that parallelism looks like a
reasonable explanation, as it explains 69.0% of
the data. (c.f. L&C 1994: 71.9%)
A. The figure (69.0%), however, could be
misleading because the I/P alternation
displays a strong bias for the inflectional form
among many adjectives.

Benchmarking I/P Alternation
• We examined only comparatives that allows I/P
alternation in non-coordination contexts in the BNC.
• Almost all adjectives allowing I/P variation prefer the
inflectional form. The only exceptions are “able”, “apt”,
“choosy” and “curious”.
• Ratio of Inflectional vs. Periphrastic = 95 : 5
• In other words, if we randomly pick any comparative
that allows I/P alternation from the corpus, there is
95% chance that it is an inflectional comparative.

Benchmarking I/P Alternation
• Even if coordination does not have any impact on the
alternation, there is still 90.5% chance that we would get
symmetric coordination.
1. “AJC & AJC”: 90.25% (i.e. 0.95 x 0.95)
2. “more AJ0 & more AJ0”: 0.25% (i.e. 0.05 x 0.05)
• Symmetric coordination is expected to be a very common
pattern anyway.
• From our perspective, 60.0% is actually not a very good
figure. We should expect >90.5% if parallelism really
promotes symmetric coordination.

Parallelism: a good explanation?
B. Parallelism cannot explain why “AJC & more
AJ0” (29.1%) is much more frequent than
“more AJ0 & AJC” (1.9%).

Coordination – A (fixed) & B (I/P)
Patterns
AJC & AJC
AJC & more AJ0
more AJ0 & AJ0
more AJ0 & AJC
more AJ0 & more AJ0
Grand Total

Count
312
16
[1]
57
13
398

Percentage
78.4%
4.0%
-14.3%
3.3%
100.0%

• Calculated: 21.0% asymmetric coordination
– (0.95*328/398) + (0.05*(57+13)/398)

• Actual: 18.3% asymmetric coordination
• Coordination slightly decreases asymmetric coordination.
(21.0%à18.3%)

Coordination – A (I/P) & B (fixed)
Patterns
AJC & AJC
AJC & more AJ0
more AJ0 & AJ0
more AJ0 & AJC
more AJ0 & more AJ0
Grand Total

Count
194
892
[121]
0
16
1102

Percentage
17.6%
80.9%
-0%
1.5%
100.0%

• Calculated: 79.2% asymmetric coordination
• Actual: 80.9% asymmetric coordination
• Coordination slightly increases asymmetric
coordination. (79.2% à 80.9%)

Asymmetric Coordination

[among cases where only one conjunct allows
I/P alternation]
• If parallelism is relevant, these are the cases
which will let us see the effect.
– e.g. And also a (cheaper/more cheap) and more
flexible distribution network.

• Summary: “fixed & I/P” + “I/P & fixed”
– 64.3% of these cases are asymmetric
– if parallelism has a strong effect, the figure should be
close to 0%.

Coordination – A (I/P) & B (I/P)
Patterns
AJC & AJC
AJC & more AJ0
more AJ0 & AJ0
more AJ0 & AJC
more AJ0 & more AJ0
Grand Total

Count
1945
140
[32]
10
2
2097

Percentage
92.8%
6.7%
-0.5%
0.1%
100.0%

• Calculated: 9.5% asymmetric coordination
• Actual: 7.2% asymmetric coordination
• Coordination decreases asymmetric coordination.
(9.5% à 7.2%)

Interim Summary of Asymmetricity
A (fixed) & B (I/P)
A (I/P) & B (fixed)
A (I/P) & B (I/P)
•
•
•

No. of Cases
398
1,102
3,150

Calculated
21.0%
79.2%
9.5%

Actual
18.3%
80.9%
7.2%

The difference between the calculated and actual count
seems minimal.
Parallelism cannot explain why “AJC & more AJ0” (29.1%) is
much more frequent than “more AJ0 & AJC” (1.9%).
Among cases where only one conjunct allows I/P variation,
64.3% of them are asymmetric.

• Conclusion: Parallelism does not seem to offer a
good explanation of the data.

END WEIGHT PRINCIPLE

End-Weight Principle
• It has been noted in the literature of grammar and linguistic
processing that “heaviness” (or complexity) plays a role,
e.g. Heavy NP Shift.
• End-Weight Principle (Grafmiller, J. & Shih, S. 2011)
• Heavier or more complex elements are delayed.
• The second conjunct is generally “heavier” than the first
conjunct.
• ✓ A and
• ✓
• ✗

A

A

and

B

B

and B

A and

B

• “In the case of two comparatives, one of which is formed by
means of a suffix and the other periphrastically, the one with
suffix was usually preposed.” (Rohr 1929: 111 cited in Mondorf
2003).
a. ... their tentative mockery grows bolder and more wild, ...
(Guardian 1994)
b. My mind's [sic! ] clearer and more free, .. . (Guardian 1991)
c. ... the party's aim for a fairer and more just society ...
(Guardian 1993)
d. ... as he grew older and more sick. (Guardian 1993)
e. ... a wider and more bleak picture for the US motor industry
(Guardian 1993)

A and

B

• Reversing the order is perceived to be not as
good (Mondorf 2003).
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

?grows more bold and wilder
?more clear and freer
?...more fair and juster
?...grew more old and sicker
?... a more wide and bleaker picture

End-Weight Principle
• “Heaviness”

– structurally more complex (e.g. Hawkins 1994, 2004;
Grafmiller & Shih 2011)

• Early Immediate Constituents (Hawkins 2004: 32)

– The human parser prefers linear orders that minimize
Constituent Recognition Domains (by maximizing their
IC-to-nonIC [or IC-to-word] ratios), in proportion to
the minimization difference between competing
orders.
– e.g. Particle movement, Heavy NP shift, Extraposition
– Joe look up the number vs. Joe looked the number
that Mary had forgotten up

End-Weight Principle
• “Heaviness”
– No. of syllables/words (Wasow 2002; Grafmiller &
Shih)

Weight
• Syntactic complexity

– periphrastic > inflectional

• Length (word count)

– periphrastic > inflectional

• The above two constraints predict that
periphrastic comparative will tend to be placed in
the second conjunct.
• Length (syllable count)

– have to do the calculation (see next slide)

Relative Weight (Syllable Count) of the
Conjuncts
Pattern

Syllable Count

Percentage

A<B

1438

38.3%

A=B

2048

54.6%

A>B

265

7.1%

Total

3751

100.0%

End-Weight Principle
AJC & AJC
AJC & more AJ0
more AJ0 & AJ0
more AJ0 & AJC
more AJ0 & more AJ0
Grand Total

A<B

A=B

A>B

337
980
(109)
0
12
1329

1930
65
(42)
4
7
2006

184
3
(3)
63
12
262

Total Consistent w/ EWP
2451
1048
(154)
67
31
3597

92.5%
99.7%
6.0%
61.3%
92.7%

• The end weight principle accounts for 92.9% of the data.
• The observation that “AJC & more AJ0” (29.1%) is much more
frequent than “more AJ0 & AJC” (1.9%) receives a natural
explanation.

Only one conjunct
allows I/P

Count

Percentage

A<B
1084
66.8%
A=B
453
27.9%
A>B
85
5.2%
Total
1622
100.0%
• Earlier we mentioned that 64.3% of conjoined
comparatives where only one conjunct allows I/P variation
are asymmetric.
• Our explanation is that the examples are 94.8% consistent
with the End Weight Principle.

Conclusion
• Parallelism does not look like a relevant constraint (a
weak one, at best) in conjoined comparatives.
• L&C’s conclusion is not quite accurate because they
haven’t take into account the strong bias towards
inflectional form in the I/P alternation.
• The choice of the I/P forms is more or less similar to
non-coordination context.
• What is special about the coordination context is that
the speaker tends to arrange the conjuncts in such a
way that the end weight principle won’t be violated.
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Search Gap 1
• Few studies on “coordination” as a “determinant”
to the comparative alternation
Leech and Culpeper (1997)
– Comparative in coordination “would match a
neighboring periphrastic or inflectional comparative”
– “thirstier and hungrier” better than “thirstier and
more hungry”
Conj1
I/P
Conj1
I/P

and

Conj2
I/P

?

and

Conj2
I/P

?

I/P Variation in Coordinate Structure
• Ellipsis (Greenbaum 1982)
– More happy and more healthy
– More happy and healthy
– ……

• Asymmetric syntactic structures (Cann 2005)

Research Gap *
comprehension
• Look at Surface
structure
• Push down to
underlying
structure

production
• Look at underlying
structure
• Deduct surface
structure

Happier and healthier
More happy and healthier
Happier and more healthy
More happy and more healthy
……

Comparatives (I/P) in Coordination
Patterns

Examples

X1-er and X2-er

thirstier and hungrier

X1-er and more X2

thirstier and more hungry

more X1 and X2-er

more thirsty and hungrier

more X1 and X2

more thirsty and hungry

more X1 and more X2

more thirsty and more hungry

1. In BNC, each comparative either had I/P alternation or not.
2. If a comparative had I/P variation, it has a preference (infl. Vs. peri.).
3. The alternation and preference may different from what we observed when
they’re coordinated.

I/P Variation in Coordinate Structure (2)
• “Coordination” as one of the determinants of the
comparative alternation
• Leech and Culpeper (1997)
– Comparatives in coordination “would match a neighboring
periphrastic or inflectional comparative”
– “thirstier and hungrier” better than “thirstier and more
hungry”
Conj1
I/P

and

Conj2
I/P

?

Conj1
I/P

and

Conj2
I/P

?

Three dimensions
• “Real comparative form” of the conjuncts
– E.g. A (I) & B (P)

• “Preference” of the conjuncts
– E.g. A (I) & B (I)

• “Variability” of the conjuncts
– E.g. A (I) & B (I/P)

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Coordination – A (I/P) & B (I/P)
Few comparatives changed to less preferred forms
to accommodate parallelism
Conj1 < Conj2
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Conj1 > Conj2
Conj1 < Conj2

both
1
4

First
10
3

Conj1 > Conj2

no
169
333

second
14

Relative Weight (Syllable Count) of the
Conjuncts
95% examples consistent with the end-weight principle
5%
30%
Conj1 < Conj2
Conj1 = Conj2
Conj1 > Conj2

65%

